**Picture Books**

More Than Anything Else  
J OLDER READER PICTURE BRADB

**Fiction**

Bad Kitty: Drawn to Trouble  
J FICTION BRUEL

Because of Winn-Dixie  
J FICTION DICAMILLO

Big Nate Strikes Again  
J FICTION PEIRCE

Bowling Alley Bandit  
J FICTION KELLER

Brian’s Winter  
J FICTION PAULSEN

Captain Underpants [Series]  

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory  
J FICTION DAHL

Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator  
J FICTION DAHL

Charlotte’s Web  
J FICTION WHITE

Clementine and the Family Meeting  
J FICTION PENNYBACKER

Double Fudge  
J FICTION BLUME

Emma-Jean Lazarus Fell Out of a Tree  
J FICTION TARSHIS

Frindle  
J FICTION CLEMENTS

Hatchet  
J FICTION PAULSEN

How Tia Lola Came To Visit Stay  
J FICTION ALVAREZ

I Survived the Attacks of September 11, 2001  
J FICTION TARSHIS

I Survived the Bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941  
J FICTION TARSHIS

I Survived the Great Chicago Fire  
J FICTION TARSHIS

Ice Island  
J FICTION SHAHAN

Iggie’s House  
J FICTION BLUME

The Jacket  
J FICTION CLEMENTS

Lost and Found  
J FICTION CLEMENTS

The Report Card  
J FICTION CLEMENTS

The School Story  
J FICTION CLEMENTS

Shiloh  
J FICTION NAYLOR

Strider  
J FICTION CLEARY
Stuart Little
J FICTION WHITE

Touch Blue
J FICTION LORD

The Trumpet of the Swan
J FICTION WHITE

The Witches
J FICTION DAHL

Nonfiction

The Beatles
J EASY B BEATLES

Francisco Goya
J EASY B GOYA VEN

George Handel
J EASY B HANDEL VEN

George Washington
J EASY B WASHINGTON VEN

Grant Wood
J EASY B WOOD VEN

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec
J EASY B TOULOUSE-LAUTREC VEN

James Madison
J EASY B MADISON VEN

John Quincy Adams
J EASY B ADAMS VEN

Paul Gauguin
J EASY B GAUGUIN VEN

Peter Tchaikovsky
J EASY B TCHAIKOVSKY VEN

Thomas Jefferson
J EASY B JEFFERSON VEN

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
J EASY B MOZART VEN